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MARLISCO PROJECT

MARLISCO is a 3-year FP7 project (2012 – 2015) funded by the EC.

Goal: raising public awareness, facilitating dialogue and promoting co-

responsibility among the different actors on both the problems and the 

potential solutions regarding marine litter.

Activities take place in the four European Regional Seas: North-East 

Atlantic, Baltic, Mediterranean and Black Sea, by a Consortium with 20 

members located in 15 coastal countries.

MARLISCO will achieve its goals by developing innovative mechanisms 

and tools to effectively engage, inform and empower society, reaching 

the widest possible audience.



MARLISCO PROJECT

Main tools developed

• data-base of 72 examples of practices and initiatives

• National Forums in 12 partner Countries

• European video contest targeting school students

• a series of awarness-raising activities and innovative educational tools in 

several European languages: Exhibition, educational pack, serious games, …



Identification of  best practices for reduction of ML

72 best practices have been selected: key attributes that make a ML 

minimisation activity a ‘best’ practice are described. 

11 examples of top ranked practices have been selected and described 

in depth.

BPs are available on MARLISCO website www.marlisco.eu and 

searchable through a series of criteria



National Forums “Marine Litter: developing  solutions together 

”

National forums are carrying out in 12 European countries, involving key 
stakeholders, relevant experts representing the industry sector, academia and 
the wider public. 

National forums have for objective to provide the participants with the 
necessary scientific information in a readily accessible format and to actively 
engage them in dialogue to rise problems and find solutions. 



European VIDEO CONTEST launched in September 2013, 
encouraging them to get in touch with the issue and collecting their views on 
the problem 

�Children as agents of change in society

Countries covered14

Schools supported135

Youngsters actively involved2.123

380
videos 

submitted!

MARLISCO Video Contest



MARLISCO Video Contest

Teaser MARLISCO Video Contest:

http://project.honkytonk.fr/MarliscoVideoContest/in
dex.html#HOME

National videos represent the accomplishment of an awareness raising 
process involving these youngsters but can also be used as tools themselves 
in several of the MED countries involved



MARLISCO Video Contest
Bremen, Germany, May 2014

European Maritime 
Days Celebration –
European 
Commission



Educational pack

An approximately 100-pages educational material has been developed. 

It is entitled “Know, Feel, Act to Stop Marine Litter”. It consists of 17 different 
activities. Targets students of secondary level of education.  

This material is being complemented by an e-learning course, targeted at 
European educators from the partners’ countries, on how to apply this material.  



“Serious game” on marine litter 

It is an innovative interactive web-based teaching tool which use entertainment to 

attrach and mantain an audience, while foundamental concepts are provided

It integrates effective problem-solving episodes with different characters 
representing key sectors with responsibility around the issue (e.g. a fisher, beach-
user, land-fill manager, etc.)







Education, outreach and synthesis – The Exhibition 

The exhibition concept has been finalized and translated and several partners 

are organizing or have already launched the national exhibitions.

Exhibition aim to enhance the understading of the sources, implications, impacts 

and potential solutions for ML, adapted to both regional and national contexts.



Exhibition has been designed to allow easy transportation, set-up indoors or 
outdoors, and has been travelling within the 15 involved countries.



Possible diffusion of mechanism and tools developed by MARLISCO project

Mechanisms and tools developed with MARLISCO project could be used, 

with slight adaptations, in Regional areas such as: 

The products, experiences and lessons-learned produced in MARLISCO 
are a valuable legacy that have the potential to be adapted and 
transferred elsewhere

1. a European level, the MSFD provides for the application of measures to 

reduce marine litter and MARLISCO tools could be part of them

2. at the level of the Mediterranean basin, MED POL has developed the 

"Marine Litter Action Plan", which also includes similar reduction 

measures



MARLISCO is a FP7 project funded by the European Commission. 

The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are the sole responsibility of the author and do not necessarily reflect 
the views of the European Commission

MARLISCO CONTACS

.

Project Coordinator: Doriana Calilli, Provincia di Teramo, tel. 

+390861331407, mob. 00390665670917, e-mail 

d.calilli@provincia.teramo.it, politiche.comunitarie@provincia.teramo.it

Project Secretariat: Mara Di Berardo, Provincia di Teramo, tel.: 0039 

0861331238, e-mail: marlisco@provincia.teramo.it

i: www.marlisco.eu

Facebook MARLISCOProject: www.facebook.com/MARLISCOProject

Facebook MARLISCO.Italia: www.facebook.com/MARLISCO.Italia

LinkedIn: 

www.linkedin.com/groups/MARLISCO-Marine-Litter-in-Europe-4891774

Twitter: https://twitter.com/MarliscoProject


